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What is the future of education as computer technology exacerbates the divide between education as a business and education as a philosophy? Educational institutions, regardless of size, public/private charter or funding source, are faced with increasingly business-like budgeting pressures. Technology has already removed many barriers to increased competition, such as geographic proximity, and allowed educational institutions to grow their potential markets. However, increased innovation in computer technology is also pressuring many of the more traditional aspects of higher education, including the fundamental business model. While there is no doubt that change is coming, it is not clear how future computer technology will impact the major aspects of education: Content Delivery, Structured Learning, Student Assessment and Institutional Accreditation. What does seem clear is that educational institutions that cling to the status quo will decline while those that embrace change, in both academic policy and business practice, will improve not only their institutional standing, but also the effectiveness of education in general. A new approach to the business of education is required if formal institutions are to keep pace with changing technology.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of education has been around for a very long time. “The idea and practice of universal, compulsory public education developed gradually in Europe, from the early 16th century on into the 19th.” (Gray 2008) Gray also explains that the early motivations for widespread education were mostly religious, with emphasis on learning to read the Scriptures, and that the methodology of repetition, memorization and testing of lessons, which is still used today, evolved from the “brute force methods long used to keep children on task on the farm or in the factory.” Today, formal post-secondary education is seen as a necessity, both for society in general and for an individual’s career improvement. Even though the long and varied history of the development of education fostered deep and rich traditions, it is still possible to take an objective view of education like any other industry that has been affected by the rise of computer technology. Just like improvements in other industries (banking, aerospace, communications, etc.), computer technology has made many aspects of education easier. However, rather than focus on the evolutionary changes in areas such as admissions, classroom management, etc., the real question to be addressed is how computer technology is changing the very nature, and business, of education.

When trying to assess the impact of computer technology on an industry, it is tempting to look at activities that can be well defined and measured to gauge the effects of the implementation of the new technology. However, the premise here is not about incremental improvements but about change to the entire value proposition\(^1\) of formal education. We have already seen evidence of this change in the growth of private, for-profit educational institutions that focus more on providing students with marketable skills than on an idealistic quest for knowledge. Understanding this level of change is complicated because measurement is extremely difficult when an activity evolves so much that it is no longer recognizable or even disappears altogether. This is what is fundamentally happening to formal education; computer technology is driving part of the product of formal education towards commodity status, and most educational institutions are not adjusting their business models to continue to provide value commensurate with the cost. The situation becomes even worse when the wrong things are measured. Jonathan Zimmerman (2012), a professor at New York University, criticizes the education section of President Obama’s 2012 State of the Union address for defining ‘better’ as cost reduction, graduation rate and job placement with no mention of actual learning. He then goes on to admit that most institutions, including his own, are not effectively measuring learning using any realistic criteria.

The future of formal education is dependent on how well educational institutions can meet the expectations of both society and individuals. All educational institutions, regardless of size, public/private charter or funding source, are faced with increasingly business-like budgeting pressures and can be viewed in the same way we would look at any other business. An educational institution has a number of product offerings, revenue sources, potential markets, etc., just like the corner restaurant or a Fortune 100\(^1\) mega-corporation. An educational institution must understand what it is selling, to whom it is selling it and what price-point\(^1\) the market will bear.

\(^1\)See Appendix for definitions of selected terms.
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The exponential growth in computer technology has changed almost every aspect of our daily lives. We expect to be connected to a vast wealth of information 24/7 and to have it delivered to us on our computer, on our tablet and on our smartphone for free. Because of this market pressure, more and more vendors are looking at cloud computing as a ubiquitous solution (Iozzio 2013). We can already carry hundreds, or even thousands, of books on our e-readers or smartphones. The value of going to a formal educational institution to “get” an education seems to be a losing proposition. Educational institutions need to take a serious look at where the value-add is and refocus their product to deliver that value.

THE FOUR ASPECTS

The Merriam-Webster on-line dictionary defines education as “the action or process of teaching someone especially in a school, college, or university” (Merriam-Webster http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/education). Although this is an adequate definition for the word, it falls short when thinking about the concept. Therefore, the author has developed a definition of education using four conceptual areas, or aspects, to try to capture how formal education (colleges and universities) differs from informal education (for-fee training classes) and self-education (independent study). The four aspects of education are:

Content Delivery: All of the activities related to imparting new knowledge to students. While traditionally thought of as classroom or lecture activities, computer technology has expanded the idea of Content Delivery to include many remote and distance learning activities. Content delivery is a common aspect in formal, informal and self-education.

Structured Learning: All of the activities used by the instructor and other educational institution staff related to helping students actually learn a subject. Traditionally Structured Learning and Content Delivery have been seen as a single classroom activity where the professor intermixes the presentation of new material with other activities designed to stimulate students’ interest, understanding and retention. However, computer technology has allowed the development of more purely Content Delivery focused methodologies, especially in support of remote and distance learning, so that Structured Learning activities can be separated from Content Delivery. This shift towards the separation of Content Delivery and Structured Learning can be seen in many on-line courses where assignments take the form of reading in the textbook and/or watching a re-recorded lecture (Content Delivery) and then posting responses to discussion board topics and/or participating in on-line chat sessions (Structured Learning). Structured Learning is a common aspect in formal and informal education, and provides the major advantage these have over self-education.

Student Assessment: All of the activities that are centered on measuring how well students have absorbed and retained the new knowledge. Traditionally, Student Assessment has been accomplished mostly by written and oral examinations, and computer technology has provided tools, such as automatic grading and test question databases, which allow more robust assessment without overly burdening instructors or institutions. Student Assessment is a common aspect of formal education. It is occasionally used, in less rigorous forms, in informal education and is seldom used in self-education.

Institutional Accreditation: A formal recognition that an institution has met official requirements of academic excellence, including curriculum development, the facilities provided to students, the quality of faculty, and institutional procedures for Content Delivery, Structured Learning and Student Assessment. The impact of computer technology on Institutional Accreditation has been similar to the impact in other industries and is seen in improvements in communications, record keeping, information repositories, and documentation. Institutional Accreditation is an aspect unique to formal education, although there is some level of it in corporate-sponsored certifications.

Formal education, which may be provided as an educational institution’s dedicated function or as part of an institution’s larger product offering, includes all of these aspects. A student is accepted at an educational institution and enrolls for classes with the expectation not only of getting knowledge, but also of receiving some certification of value showing that he or she has achieved a level of knowledge and/or specific skills. The Content Delivery aspect includes activities such as sitting for lectures, doing required readings, completing other course related activities, and sometimes doing lab work. The Structured Learning aspect, which varies widely by institution and by professor, is probably the most important differentiator, providing much of an educational institution’s value-add. The Student Assessment aspect is usually met by graded assignments and examinations. The professor or instructor makes the determination of how well the student has met the often poorly defined, and overly general, course objectives. The rigor of that determination process is very institution dependent. Some educational institutions require well-structured objectives and measurement processes, while other institutions allow a much more subjective determination. In the end, the student is paying tuition as much for the quality of the certification of completion, based on the educational
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institution’s reputation and level of accreditation, as for the delivery of the content.

As the Content Delivery aspect is driven towards a commodity, because it is freely available on the World Wide Web, then the rationale for the value of the education rests more and more only on the accreditation aspect. Emily Bullard summed it up when she was a sophomore at the University of Kansas:

“The last thing anyone paying for a college education wants to hear is that students are not attending lecture or discussion sections. What do they end up paying for? An education gained by reading Wikipedia or watching YouTube videos of instructors who were successful in teaching the subject? I can do that for free on my parents’ couch in Lakewood.”

(Bullard 2012)

TRADITION vs. BUSINESS

Formal education is usually seen from the point-of-view of tradition. An educational institution is very proud of characteristics such as when it was founded, who founded it, the philosophy of its approach, the institution’s research subject areas, the credentials of the faculty, the size of the endowment fund, and, of course, its athletic programs. Formal education marketing tends to focus on the total experience of attending a given institution.

Formal education can also be viewed as a business with characteristics such as product line (degrees and certifications offered), return on investment (tuition, endowments, royalties, and grants realized for the development of courses, degrees, certifications, patents, research, etc.), market share (percentage of the potential student population attending), regulation compliance (accreditation), and, of course, non-product revenue (athletic ticket and merchandise sales). This business view can also be extended to the students’ point-of-view where return on investment becomes the value received for the tuition paid. While it can be a very interesting exercise for a given educational institution to map their traditional administration concepts to business concepts, this discussion is really focused on the effects of advancing computer technology on the future of education as an industry.

The Tradition

How is the tradition of an educational institution related to computer technology? While many educational institutions are experimenting with alternate forms of Content Delivery and Structured Learning, the traditional approach is still centered on the classroom or lecture hall. The term lecture was derived from the Latin lectūra, for a reading (Dictionary.com 2013). This approach goes back to the Middle Ages where the teacher would read aloud to a room of students (Britannica 2013). Books were extremely expensive when they had to be copied by hand, and students simply could not afford to own an individual copy. A school might only have a single copy of each book used in the curriculum. The lecturer, or reader, would take the only copy of the text into a room at a given time and read it aloud. This, by its very nature, required advanced planning (i.e., enrollment) so that everyone knew where to be and when to be there. The technology advancement of Gutenberg changed publishing but not the tradition of Content Delivery in education. In this model Content Delivery was formalized as the lecture with Structured Learning taking place outside of the lecture hall. Computer technology has not only changed publishing so that every student can own a textbook, but now students can also own a copy of every other book on the subject and carry many of them around all the time in an e-reader. A public reader is no longer required, but most educational institutions still require students to attend class, physically or virtually. The credit given for a class is still based on the number of contact hours, and instructors are expected to do something productive during class time. This newer model merges Structured Learning with Content Delivery in the classroom but the commoditization of Content Delivery means classroom activities need to be much more Structured Learning focused. An increasingly difficult challenge for instructors is developing classroom activities sufficiently interesting and valuable that students feel compelled to attend.

Educational institutions tie delivery to accreditation with the notion of taking a course for credit. The assumption is that a student can only get the real information on a subject from the school and only by advanced arrangement (acceptance at the school and enrollment in the course). Prior knowledge of the topic is irrelevant, and the student is required to ‘receive’ the official version of the knowledge from the school and the instructor. Computer technology has made some changes to this traditional approach by allowing many instructors, the author included, to encourage students to go beyond the adopted text for a course and read other material. However, this is only a minor improvement. Many students are happy to acquire the knowledge on their own or through alternate channels (such as work, hobby clubs or on-line self-study), but they are still required to participate in the traditional delivery endorsed by the educational institution. As computer technology drives Content Delivery towards commodity, we will see increased student resentment over the high cost of receiving something they already have or can get for free. Classroom activities that only rehash that free content, without providing any real Structured Learning, just exacerbate the resentment.
Educational institutions need to break with tradition and adjust their value proposition to focus more on learning activities and accreditation than on delivery.

Separating Structured Learning from Content Delivery is a very real challenge from a traditional education point-of-view because the distinction between the two is often quite fuzzy. For example, an instructor may present some additional material in a lecture about a topic in the textbook and then ask the students an open-ended question for classroom discussion. The additional lecture material is as much Content Delivery as the textbook reading assignment even though it happened in the classroom. The open-ended discussion question is a classroom Structured Learning activity that depends on students’ understanding of both Content Delivery activities. When Content Delivery and Structured Learning are intermixed, the instructor has a high degree of confidence that they fit together well. However, when Content Delivery is separated from Structured Learning the challenge becomes trusting that the Content Delivery will be of the required quality and that students will have received the full Content Delivery required for the specific Structured Learning activities. In addition, instructors may feel compelled to insert additional material into the Structured Learning activities for various reasons, such as insuring students get more up-to-date information, wanting to include their own point-of-view, or believing the Content Delivery material to be inadequate. The traditional autonomy afforded tenured instructors exacerbates the lack of trust issue between the Structured Learning implementer and the Content Delivery developer.

The Business

What is the business side of Content Delivery? The obvious answer is how students are charged for their education; by credit hour, which is still based on the number of contact hours. Also, professors and instructors are still mostly compensated based on the number of contact hours. Even tenured professors are expected to teach a minimum number of credits per semester or quarter, which is based on contact hours, or “buy” their time with research grant funding so a part-time instructor can be hired, who is paid by the number of contact hours. But the business relationship goes deeper. The lecture nature of university courses is usually tied to the adopted textbook model, which ties the interests (i.e., revenue stream) of the university to that of the publisher. De-coupling Content Delivery from Institutional Accreditation means that adequate alternative information sources would be acceptable. It also means breaking the relationship with publishers, resulting in additional resistance to change from bookstore managers, textbook publishers and instructors using publisher-provided resources. This de-coupling is already underway. Computer technology is allowing students to avoid the “cartel-style” model that requires them to buy high-priced specific books (Fitzgerald 2013, p. 65). Fitzgerald discusses how Boundless Learning’s website allows students to enter a textbook name and the site responds with a matching table of contents, referred to as “Aligning your book” (Fitzgerald 2013). This idea could easily be modified to align to a well-defined syllabus instead of just an existing textbook (which is now mentioned on the Boundless Learning website, https://www.boundless.com/). However, it is unclear just what the ultimate business model for on-line textbook equivalents will end up being. The textbooks offered by Boundless Learning are significantly less expensive than traditional publisher versions but Boundless only has a limited selection of high-demand texts. Publishers could address this issue in the short term by marketing electronic versions at price-points reflective of the cost of delivery but they resist this change in order to protect their existing revenue stream. If anyone doubts how important this is to students, just ask a group of them how many are using used, old, borrowed or bootlegged versions of the required textbook, or how many have had an expensive textbook stolen.

But textbooks are just the beginning. The entire concept of Content Delivery is being disrupted by advances in computer technology in the form of MOOCs (massive open online courses). MOOCs, as implemented by a number of companies, such as Udacity, Coursera, and edX, address the technology of Content Delivery (Carr 2012). Carr makes an interesting comparison using the disruption to higher education caused by the postal service that allowed correspondence courses. “By the 1920s, postal courses had become a full-blown mania. Four times as many people were taking them as were enrolled in all the nation’s colleges and universities combined.” (Carr 2012, p. 1) Yet educational institutions did not fundamentally change their business model; they just grafted a new format into the existing one. Then came distance learning, on-line classes, virtual classrooms, etc. All of these address the technology of Content Delivery but fail to address the business, which explains the initial popularity, and eventual decline, of new Content Delivery technologies. The correspondence study craze, begun in the 1920s, fizzled by the 1930s, and we see signs of a repetition of history with newer on-line formats. Carr provides an example where 155,000 people enrolled in a MOOC but only 5% passed the course (Carr 2012). Is this yet another case of start-up companies building really cool technology without enough thought into the underlying business model? Perhaps the 95% didn’t finish because they didn’t see enough value in return for the time, effort and cost of taking the course (just
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Many educational institutions are trying to figure out how to deal with these changes. For example, the University of Colorado has contracted with Coursera for delivery of CU courses. However, these courses don’t really fit into the current models, academic or business:

“While CU (like most universities aligned with Coursera) is not now offering courses for credit using the platform, we are excited about the possibilities of developing and delivering content with the potential to improve access, quality and completion for students. As Michael Lightner, professor and chair of the Department of Electrical, Computer, and Energy Engineering and co-chair of the CU Task Force on New Technologies, framed it, MOOCs can expand on the scholarship of learning and teaching. Lightner also says MOOCs not only provide the opportunity to share CU teaching excellence with the world, they also give our faculty the chance to incorporate MOOCs into blended courses, with the potential to enhance learning.” (Benson 2013)

What is the real value to students for a course that does not offer credit (i.e., progress toward their degree) or that requires extra work without defined benefit? Benson, CU President, goes on to say, “We don’t know for sure where the technology will lead or what it will look like in a year or five or 10. The ground is quickly shifting for CU and for higher education as technology changes how we educate our students.” (Benson 2013)

In early 2013 San Jose State University began offering for-credit MOOC classes partnered with Udacity. But they are now reconsidering this approach because of low completion rates, poor grades (worse than for traditional campus-style classes), not effectively reaching underserved students and not reducing student costs. (Westervelt 2013) The pilot program consisted of just three math “critical entry-level courses with high failure rates.” The courses “cost $150 for matriculated and non-matriculated students” and included additional services, such as access to professors, proctored exams and course mentors. Non-credit students can take the course for free, within the limitations on enrollment, but also do not get any of the additional services (Harris 2013). Simply replacing an on-ground course with a MOOC has the same problem as with correspondence courses in the past: just a new format grafted into the existing
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business model. In fact, the SJSU pilot seems to be an extremely ill-fated approach because it lowers the revenue stream while increasing professor and support staff workload through much higher enrollment. Even if their pilot were successful, it is extremely doubtful that the university could scale up this approach enough to make a noticeable difference without serious budget shortfalls issues. The changes to the business model need to be more robust than simply reducing tuition. Perhaps multiple Content Delivery options that students could choose from according to their needs, like a MOOC or in-person review sessions or guided self-study, would have better prepared the for-credit students for a fee-based Student Assessment course, while still allowing the non-credit students to learn what they wanted.

Another example of good, but poorly directed, intentions is from Brian Young, VP for Information Technology and Chief Technology Officer at The Colorado College. “We want to reshape the concept of massive open online courses (MOOCs) to provide open online access to vignettes of knowledge from our celebrated faculty. Our goal is to continually pique the interest of the entire Colorado College family whether in Colorado Springs or halfway around the globe.” (Young 2013) Piquing everyone’s interest may be a fun thing to do, but does it enhance the value of the education enough that students, and taxpayers, will pay for it? CC is well known as an innovative small private liberal arts school for things like changing from the traditional semester schedule to the Block Plan (one class at a time for three and a half weeks). Changes to the academic model may be easy, but changes to the business (i.e., revenue) model are still problematic.

Every educational institution believes its faculty to be excellent (otherwise they wouldn’t have them) and that everyone should want to take classes from them. So it’s understandable why an educational institution would want to offer courses through one of the for-profit e-institutions like Coursera. However, selling courses with no academic value (i.e., degree certification or accreditation) seems designed more for supplemental revenue than for fundamental changes to either the academic or business models.

Just look to recent history to see what computer technology can do to an entire industry in just a few years. In the early 1990s MCI was the innovator in long-distance telephony with a myriad of products to lower personal and business telephone bills. But now most people don’t worry about their long-distance rates, using unlimited cell phone plans or Internet applications like Skype instead. MCI was more resistant to dealing with those inevitable changes than its competitors and, as a result, is no longer in existence (Norton 1994-2001). Large companies are very resistant to anything that undercut their highly profitable product-lines, which gives start-up companies an opportunity to implement industry-wide innovations. Another example shows that the change may come from totally external forces. In 2009 Microsoft software was on 90% of the personal computing devices (PCs, laptops, tablets and smartphones), but by the end of 2012, it was on just 23% of those devices (Regalado 2013b). By the time the sleeping giants awaken, it’s a whole new world.

While MOOCs present some very interesting solutions, they are not without problems, such as official credit, uneven quality, automation for subjective topics, grading and, of course, technical problems (Leger 2013). On the other hand, they seem to be the current driving force:

“While MOOCs could be an opportunity to improve education in poor regions, they’re also profoundly threatening to bad professors and to weak institutions. Sebastian Thrun, the Google researcher who also runs educational start up Udacity, has predicted that within 50 years there might be only 10 universities still ‘delivering’ higher education.” (Regalado 2013a, p. 65)

Thrun “sees the traditional university degree as an outdated artifact and believes Udacity will provide a new form of lifelong education better suited to the modern labor market.” (Carr 2012) But will the completion of some number of Udacity courses have the same level of certification as a degree from a well-known and respected university? Will a corporation or a research lab accept a Udacity education when someone applies for a position?

Once Content Delivery has been decoupled from Student Assessment and Institutional Accreditation, professors can focus on providing more value to the educational process (i.e., Structured Learning). Think about taking an undergraduate philosophy course where the professor provides you a reading list of assignments and in-classroom discussion guidance. That level of Content Delivery could easily be moved to a web-based course or a MOOC. But imagine the lack of feedback provided by the instructor at the end of the course with 25 students turning in large final papers that must be graded in the three or four days between the end of the class and when the institution requires grades to be turned in. Now consider Content Delivery that is provided outside of the classroom environment. Students attend whatever discussion groups are available, using the format best suited to their learning style, at whatever time they are available rather than having to schedule a particular class only offered once every two years. The professor then receives material to be graded on an ongoing basis whenever a student signs up for a Student Assessment credit course. Institutions can then offer courses on an on-going basis and even offer different levels of
assessed. For example, there could be one level of assessment course where the student just submits materials and gets a letter grade. Another level, for a higher enrollment fee, would involve feedback from the professor on an ongoing basis rather than a ‘one shot and you are done’ format, providing a significant market differentiation opportunity (and enhanced revenue) for the educational institution. This approach would significantly increase the potential population, or market, for an educational institution thus allowing for the potential to increase market share with the same product line. Not only could the institution leverage higher student enrollment because they're offering larger Content Delivery courses, but they can also provide the assessment courses on an ongoing basis rather than having to schedule courses in the current semester or quarter methodology. Specific Structured Learning classes could be available on a more traditional schedule using a fee structure commensurate with the resources required. Educational institutions could then focus their differentiation on providing levels Structured Learning and Student Assessment feedback to help students through the assessment process rather than on the commodity Content Delivery aspect. This change to the business model could have made the SJSU pilot more successful, from both the business and academic standpoints.

Education is seeing a fundamental change because of alternative Content Delivery sources, such as MOOCs, TED talks, industrial training education (such as Learning Tree, ExecuTrain or Dashcourses’ Gogo), asynchronous Content Delivery providers (such as Great Courses: http://www.thegreatcourses.com/ and Learn Out Loud: http://www.learnoutloud.com) and online self-study providers (such as Codecademy: http://www.codecademy.com and Crash Course: http://www.youtube.com/user/crashcourse). Alternative Content Delivery sources have a significant advantage because they are either free or very economical compared to most educational institutions. The drawback to these low-cost sources is that there is no assessment or accreditation, so the student taking these courses receives no accredited certification of the level of knowledge or skills attained. It is also very difficult to provide meaningful Structured Learning for free courses because of the cost of the required resources. Aligned with a university’s curriculum, MOOCs could increase revenue through greater enrollment while also reducing costs through more effective use of instructors’ time.

On the other hand, issues with MOOC success, such as lack of social interaction with other students and in-person contact with instructors, are seen as technology problems by MOOC providers. Eric Westervelt (2013) reported about these problems with MOOCs in his ‘The Online Education Revolution Drifts Off Course’ segment on NPR’s All Things Considered. The solutions, such as MOOC 2.0 that includes human-centered support structures (i.e., Structured Learning), are focused on improving the technology:

“Some critics believe the changes underway amount to a full-scale MOOC retreat and lay bare online education's deep flaws. But Thrun says those critics simply don't get the nature of tech innovation: You closely evaluate failures, think forward, adjust — and use the word ‘iterate.’ A lot. ‘It's certainly an iteration,’ Thrun says. ‘And the truth is, look, this is Silicon Valley. We try things out, we look at the data, and we learn from it.’”

(Westervelt 2013)

This reaction really highlights the schizophrenic nature of the whole movement. Educators see it as a pedagogical problem and computer scientists see it as a technical problem. Neither side is addressing it as an overall business problem. Notably, the on-air segment ends with two MOOC developers talking about the course they just finished filming while Westervelt does a voice-over about Udacity putting more emphasis on employee job training classes for corporations in 2014. This is extremely significant because it shows that the corporate business model will dominate over educational tradition. Are we looking toward the day when corporations will provide all the specific training a new employee needs and the once essential college degree becomes irrelevant? If Udacity tailors courses to the requirements of one corporation, what happens when an employee so trained wants to change jobs? Will the next corporation agree that the training is adequate? Will Udacity apply for its own Institutional Accreditation?

While de-coupling Content Delivery from Student Assessment and Institutional Accreditation is the more obvious required change, de-coupling Content Delivery from Structured Learning may be more important and more challenging. It is more important because it has the potential of greater improvement to educational institutional business models with lower investment of time and money. It is more challenging because educational institutions will need to develop and adhere to Content Delivery standards, and then instructors will need to actually trust the Content Delivery developer when designing Structured Learning activities. Structured Learning must be seen more as a facilitated transition for students from the Content Delivery material, which they could well acquire on their own, to successful completion of Student Assessment than as an extension of traditional Content Delivery. What makes de-coupling Content Delivery from Structured Learning much more attractive is that it can be done within the current traditional classroom or on-line
course format. A MOOC type course could be developed to supply the Content Delivery aspect for many sections and/or many classes, freeing the instructors to focus on the Structured Learning activities. In a traditional environment that Content Delivery could be in parallel with the Structured Learning activities as simply class assignments. The instructors could then handle more and/or larger classes because part of the traditional classroom time would be accounted for in the Content Delivery part of the class. Further de-coupling of the Student Assessment aspect would increase that leverage because the instructor could focus on the pedagogy of Structured Learning without the distractions of those aspects that can be more easily automated.

RECOMMENDATIONS

If change because of computer technology is inevitable, then what should an educational institution do to capitalize on it rather than enter that long slow death spiral of protecting the status quo? The key is making coordinated adjustments to both the academic and business models. In other words, changing what they sell and what they charge for it at the same time, and in a way that increases the overall value-add. The steps to do this are:

1. Create comprehensive and well-defined measurable objectives for every product offered (degrees, certifications, etc.). This goes beyond the vague and subjective descriptions in most college catalogs by providing real details about what knowledge and skills are required so that Content Delivery, Structured Learning and Student Assessment can be developed to meet the objectives.

2. Create comprehensive and well-defined measurable objectives for every course offered. These objectives should be very specifically related to the product objectives above and sufficiently detailed to allow Content Delivery and Structured Learning to be developed to meet those specific learning objectives.

3. Create a Student Assessment process for every course that is sufficiently rigorous that everyone involved at the educational institution is comfortable certifying students’ mastery of the topic without the educational institution having provided the Content Delivery. At this point the business model needs to be changed to allow the educational institution to maintain the necessary revenue stream by offering options for course mastery as separate products. While a educational institution can further differentiate themselves by providing unique learning style specific Content Delivery and Structured Learning for not only their courses but also for courses at other educational institutions, thereby leveraging their internal strengths to increase revenue.

In this environment, someone taking a MOOC course would know the value based on how well the course learning objectives meet their needs for the cost incurred. That value might be confidence in enrolling in the Student Assessment process to get credit for the course or attaining a non-accredited certificate to meet an employer’s requirement for continuing education or for general knowledge in preparation for a new career. Other organizations might develop MOOC courses, or something else that we have no concept of today, to give students the knowledge and skills defined in the course objectives, much like what Boundless Learning is doing with textbooks. Understanding the differences between Content Delivery and Structured Learning allows appropriate computer technology to be applied to each, in both an effective and an efficient manor. A practical example of this approach is the American Sign Language University. “ASLU is an online American Sign Language curriculum resource center. ASLU provides many free self-study materials, lessons, and information, as well as fee-based instructor-guided courses. Many instructors use the ASLU lessons as a free "textbook" for their local ASL classes.” (ASLU 2014) ASLU provides content for free but charges for those students who want some form of documentation attesting to their accomplishment. “Students who do not need documentation or instructor-based evaluation should not register nor [sic] pay tuition.” By providing free Content Delivery and charging for Structured Learning and Student Assessment they have created a successful
education business that effectively meets the needs of several markets.

This list of recommended steps is meant to be more conceptual than literally prescriptive. Every educational institution needs to continue product differentiation (what's special about attending that institution) that focuses on their uniqueness. There are still opportunities for quality institution specific Content Delivery, maybe in conjunction with other forms, such as MOOCs. These changes really mean the end of the lecture course offering that is just a PowerPoint rehash of the textbook (i.e., “death by PowerPoint”). In fact, de-coupling the content allows Content Delivery to be focused on narrow specific topics rather than on an entire course. In addition, these narrow topics could be applied (i.e., reused or repurposed) across multiple courses, giving the educational institution better return on investment. Imagine offering a course (the Student Assessment part for credit) that relied on multiple Content Delivery components, such as a MOOC or two, a programming component, a writing component, and a problem-solving component. A student could take the Content Delivery components he or she needed, in conjunction with the appropriate Structured Learning activities, for the Student Assessment but not take the ones in which they were already proficient:

“The traditional model of instruction, where students go to class to listen to lectures and then head off on their own to complete assignments, will be inverted. Students will listen to lectures and review other explanatory material alone on their computers (as some middle-school and high-school students already do with Khan Academy videos), and then they’ll gather in classrooms to explore the subject matter more deeply—through discussions with professors, say, or through lab exercises.” (Carr 2012)

It is important to keep in mind that changes to an internal process does not require changes to the external interface. An educational institution can make significant changes in how students are taught and assessed without changing how that is reported on a transcript. De-coupling Content Delivery and Structured Learning from Student Assessment and Institutional Accreditation means changes to the business and academic models for the institution’s internal processes, but not changes to the overall product line. A student would still graduate with the same degree or achieve the same certification. The student’s transcript would still have the same list of courses with associated grades and overall GPA (grade point average). The difference is the way the student completed the courses. The level of achievement that the educational institution certifies would be the same, just that it would be associated with the completion of Student Assessment courses rather than Content Delivery courses.

How an educational institution deals with partial failure of Student Assessment is another area for marketing differentiation. Offering options for greater student-professor interaction, for higher fees, would allow students to pick the type of Student Assessment that they need for each course. The result could be better educational efficiency, lower cost to the student, reduced faculty load, increased student retention and higher enrollment capability for the educational institution (i.e., more revenue for the same investment). This provides a huge opportunity for the educational institution to leverage computer technology changes to the academic model with equally profound changes to the business model but still have products that meet expectations of industry and research organizations. This magnitude of required change to the business model will not be easy. Auditing a course is usually about the same cost as taking it for credit, which is an implicit business model where Student Assessment and Institutional Accreditation have no value. Restructuring the business model so that Content Delivery is less costly, which allows more value (i.e., revenue) to be shifted to the other aspects, will be a major paradigm shift for traditional educational institution administrators.

**CONCLUSION**

Many readers will undoubtedly dismiss this position on the future of formal education as impractical, unimplementable, radical, or even absurd. That’s not surprising because educational institutions have embraced tradition for hundreds of years. Computer technology has been a major force of change for a fraction of that time, yet the impact has already been profound. Change is inevitable. How will formal educational institutions deal with the changes in light of the increasing cost of education, the general public’s growing skepticism of the effectiveness of formal education and mounting reluctance of taxpayers to provide additional funding? “Close to 60 percent of Americans believe that the country’s colleges and universities are failing to provide students with ‘good value for the money they and their families spend,’ according to a 2011 survey by the Pew Research Center.” (Carr 2012) The answer isn’t what’s comfortable for those of us who have been teaching for decades or what’s been the institution’s tradition for decades, or even centuries. Here is a quick test for the skeptics. Ask your students if they have a landline phone, or own a TV set, or rent movies at the corner video rental store, or when was the last time that they wrote and mailed a paper letter? Having a fantastic technology may enable a company’s success but does not guarantee it when the business environment
changes. The companies that were giants-of-industry providing these services a decade ago are but shadows of their former selves, if they even still exist. Should education change? Ask your students. Their answers to those questions are our future.
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APPENDIX

This appendix provides simplified explanations of business terms to assist reader understanding in the context of this discussion.

Commodity: The characteristic that goods or services exhibit when they become both standardized and popular, causing multiple suppliers to compete aggressively driving the price to the lowest possible price-point.

Fortune 100: The Fortune magazine annual list of the 100 largest public and privately held companies in the United States based on gross revenue figures.

Price-Point: One of a series of possible competitive prices of a good or service. Each price-point is calculated to maximize profit based on the cost of materials and labor, the sales volume and desired margin (profit). Generally, the cost to produce a good or service decreases as volume increases (economy of scale) which allows the supplier to reduce the price (use the next lower price-point) while still making the same, or higher, profit.

Value-add: What a supplier does when transforming raw materials or services into the product to be sold that justifies a product price greater than the cost of production. For example, a restaurant adds value by preparing and serving the raw food.

Value Proposition: A statement that summarizes the added value for a product or service and thus compels a consumer to buy it from that supplier instead of a competitor. A Value Proposition is valuable to the supplier organization because it helps focus efforts on providing whatever is appropriate to deliver the stated value to the customer without providing anything unrelated that would add cost without adding value.